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No.KRU/iAffi liation/Rat esl 2020'21,

To
The Secretary & Correspondent / Principal
All Affiliated colleges of Krishna University
Krishna District
Sir/Madam,

Sub: Krishna University, Machilipatnam - College Development Council - UG' PG &
professional Colleges - Stipulate dates for payment of affiliation and other fee without

late fee and with lite fee for the Academic year 2O2O-21 - Initiate action against those

colleges which failed to pay affiliation fee - orders - Issued - reg.

Ref: Vice-Chancellor's Note Orders dated: 04-01-2021'
,k d. ,(

The Vice-Chancellor has ordered to stipulate the following dates for payment of affiliation

and d with late fee for the Academi 2020-2Lother fee without late fee and wi ate ee or

S.

No.
Courses Last Dates

a. Last date for payment of Extra Seats

and Enhancement Seats without penal

fee to the UniversitY

UG, PG and Professional
Courses

Closure of
Admissions for the

vear 2020-21

b. Last date for payment of affiliation fee

without penal fee to the University
UG, PG and Professional

Courses
20-0r-2021

C. With a penal fee of 70o/o on Affiliation
fee

UG, PG and Professional
Courses

05-02-2021

d. With a penal fee of 25o/o on Affiliation
fee

UG, PG and Professional
Courses

r0-02-2021

e. With a penal fee of 50% on Affiliation
fee

UG, PG and Professional
Courses

15-02-2021

Further, the Vice-Chancellor has ordered that if any College has failed to clear the payment

of fee even after 15-02-2021, they will attract 1000/o penalty up to 15 days from the last date

mentioned above. Also the Vice-Chancellor has ordered that if the management of any College

failed to pay affiliation fee, even after all the last dates mentioned with penal fee, affiliation order

and the examination results of such college will be kept under pending category and prevent such

college for making admissions in the n&t academic year viz', 2027-22 and all other affiliation

related fees are to be paid to university within one month time from the closing date of

admissions for the year 2o2O-27. Also, the vice-chancellor has accorded permission to

communicate the ,r-L to the affiliated Colleges, along with a cover letter and place the same in

our website also. (BYoRDER) 
@liut
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